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When we are caught off-guard or in our dark moments, we exhibit the secret thoughts that mark our ethical dealings with alterity. A complicated worldview implies we must possess an understanding of our dealings with the “Other” that runs deep in our “Being”, what Heidegger referred to as “das Dasein”.

I use the symbolism of water to represent such a worldview. Penelope (in Homer’s Odyssey) had to become as water when she enacted her scheme to ravel and unravel a shroud for her ailing father-in-law. Like water in a stream with a logjam, when problems seem intractable and insurmountable, a complicated worldview is a source of life that finds a way.

To illustrate my argument, I examine the lives of persons with a complicated worldview. David Rakoff, a self-described gay Jewish Canadian transplant to New York City, knew the world is tragic and full of injustices, against which we have to fight; but our weapons are to be love, kindness, and beauty. Nelson Mandela and Oliver Tambo, two South African resistance fighters, and Greg Boyle, a Los Angeles Catholic priest, also exhibit complicated worldviews that enable them, in their inured fight against ravaging injustice, to maintain a human kinship with the “Other”.
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